
7 HANDY DIY 
SPLASHBACK TIPS

How to choose your splashback

IS IT HIGH QUALITY ACRYLIC?

The quality of acrylics can vary greatly. Some are produced in clean, state of 
the art factories, while others come from lower quality factories which produce 
acrylic with spots and imperfections. The highest quality acrylics look identical 
to glass, so if it doesn’t then find one which does.
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MAKE SURE IT’S PERFECTLY CLEAR

The acrylic OzzieSplash uses looks exactly like glass. It’s optically clear – as clear 
as optical glasses. If you see imperfections, waves or it simply doesn’t look like 
glass then don’t get it.
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One of the most desirable features DIY renovators and builders look for is a splashback. That splash of colour adds flair 
and a feel of luxury to any kitchen, shower or laundry. Not to mention an end to mould and grout. 

Problem is, until now glass was the only option. And it’s heavy, dangerous and easy to break. Not to mention expensive. 
Our acrylic splashbacks are a fantastic alternative because they look exactly like glass but costs less, is 25 times stronger, 
half the weight and safe and easy to install. 

We at OzzieSplash, can give you some tips how to choosing an acrylic splashback.
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DOES IT COME WITH A PLAY PIECE?

Whenever you cut acrylic make sure you ask for a sample piece. This is smaller 
piece you can cut up first to check your equipment before using your ‘live’ pie-
ces.4
DOES IT COME WITH EASY-TO-FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS? 

Acrylic splashbacks are pretty resilient however it still pays to review the ins-
tructions first. That’s why you should make sure your purchase comes with easy 
to follow instructions, even a video guide.
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CAN YOU GET HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT? 

Something which impressed the heck out of me about OzzieSplash is they’re 
available outside hours to help people doing installations. After all, many DIYers 
are forced to work on their project in the evening or on weekends. So if you 
have a question outside business hours these guys will answer the phone and 
help you out.  
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CHOOSE A SPLASHBACK WHICH IS SPRAY PAINTED

Some acrylic splashbacks are spray painted while others have a colour layer 
‘glued’ to the back.

Nobody wants a feature splashback that is dull or uninspiring. You want it to be 
lively and vibrant. That’s why OzzieSplash has a huge range of colours including 
metallic options, and why you can choose your own colour from any paint range 
if you like.
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In summary, there are many acrylic splashbacks on the market and the range of products and suppliers ranges widely. 
Make sure you follow these 7 tips and make sure your acrylic splashback really is the affordable high quality Luxury.
This information was also posted for Innovative Splashbacks.

To find out more, please visit www.ozziesplash.com.au

COMPARE THE TOTAL COST

Something refreshing about OzzieSplash is they cut orders to size. Most su-
ppliers only supply in single sheets of a set size. While the cost of other products 
might be less initially you’re forced to purchase an entire sheet and pay for any 
wastage.
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